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This paper presents an algorithmic proof of the validity of the Strong Perfect 
Graph Conjecture for graphs whose largest clique is a triangle. The proof leads to 
an O(n3) algorithm to 3-color such graphs. In the process, a method is presented to 
contract a perfect graph into a set of smaller perfect graphs that are (K,-e)-free. 
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1. INTRODUTION 
A graph G is perfect if for all vertex-induced subgraphs H of G (including 
G itself), the chromatic number /I(H) of H equals o(G), the size of the 
largest clique of H. The Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture (SPGC), due to 
Berge [ 11, says 
(SPGC) A graph is perfect if and only if it contains no hole or 
antihole. 
A hole is a chordless odd-length (d 5) circuit and an antihole is the com- 
plementary graph of a hole. A generalized hole is an odd-length circuit 
whose vertices induce a subgraph that contains no triangle. Any 
generalized hole must contain a hole. Since the SPGC is yet to be proved 
for all graphs, we will call a graph G pre-perfect if G has no holes (or 
equivalently, no generalized holes) or antiholes. 
This paper presents a new proof of the validity of the SPGC for K,-free 
graphs, graphs whose largest clique is a triangle K3. The proof will be con- 
structive, that is, if G is pre-perfect and its largest clique is a K, then we 
will show how to 3-color the verties of G. Our proof yields an O(n3) 
algorithm for 3-coloring any n-vertex K,-free perfect graph. This algorithm 
builds in part on the author’s algorithm [ 151 for minimally coloring per- 
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feet (K4 - e)-free graphs. A K4 - e graph is a complete graph on 4 vertices 
with one edge removed; see Fig. 1. A (K, - e)-free graph is a graph with no 
vertex-induced subgraph isomorphic to K, - e. 
It should be noted that Grotschel et al. proved [7] that a perfect graph 
can be minimally colored in polynomial time, but the polynomial for a 
general graph is of high order. 
The original proof by this author of the SPGC for K,-free graphs, like 
most other recent work on the SPGC, was non-constructive and involved 
critical imperfect graphs-graphs that are not perfect but all of whose ver- 
tex-induced subgraphs are perfect. (Burlet [3] also gave a proof of the 
SPGC for K,-free graphs using properties of critical imperfect graphs.) 
Using critical imperfect graphs, the SPGC can be restated as 
(SPGC, ) The only critical imperfect graphs are holes and antiholes. 
Formulation SPGC, is commonly used to verify the SPGC. Thus, one 
assumes that there exists a critical imperfect graph that is pre-perfect (free 
of holes and antiholes) and then uses properties of critical imperfect graphs 
to obtain a contradiction by finding a hole or antihole. There have been 
some beautiful results (Lovasz [9] and Padberg [ 111) about general 
properties of critical imperfect graphs-all for the purpose of proving that 
critical imperfect graphs, other than holes and antiholes, cannot exist. The 
theory of blocking polyhedra, developed by Fulkerson [S] to try to prove 
the Perfect Graph Theorem (see below), was used to obtain most of these 
results about critical imperfect graphs. It is very appealing to think that 
this powerful polyhedral theory will be the key to proving the SPGC, but 
the lack of any major progress for 10 years using this approach suggests 
that direct constructive methods, of the sort used in this paper, may merit 
more attention. 
Another interesting aspect of the analysis in this paper is the use of a 
reduction procedure to contract perfect graphs into smaller perfect graphs. 
Contracting a graph to some simple form which is easy to color and then 
reversing the contraction process, is an appealing strategy for coloring 
problems. There are several contraction operations that seem natural to 
apply to perfect graphs but which have the unfortunate side-effect of 
destroying perfection, i.e., they create holes. In this paper, we find a way to 
FIG. 1. K, - e graph. 
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break up the holes created by our contraction process. Other researchers 
may be able to adopt this approach for other contractions of perfect 
graphs. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
All graphs G in this paper will be finite, undirected, and without loops or 
multiple edges. In terms of binary relations, a graph G = (V, A) consists of 
a finite vertex set V and a symmetric irreflexive, binary adjacency relation 
A. The neighborhood of a vertex x is defined N(x) = { y E V: xAy or y = x}. 
A subgraph G’ = (v’, A’) of G will always consist of a restriction of A to a 
subset V’ of V’. The complement G= (V, 2) of a graph G = (V, A) is 
defined for distinct vertices X, y, xl?y o - xAy. If S is a cutset of G and G;, 
G;,..., GL are the components of G - S, then we call the subgraphs Gi 
induced by G,! v S the leaves of G with respect to S. 
Given a path P and distinct vertices x, y on P, let (x, P, y) denote the 
segment of P going from x to y. A K,-path from x to y is a sequence of 
triangles T,, T2,..., T,n such that x E T, , y E T,, and Ti and T,, , have an 
edge in common. A K,-component of a graph is set-theoretically maximal 
subgraph such that all pairs of vertices are connected by a K,-path. 
A graph is (properly) k-colored if each vertex is assigned one of k colors 
such that adjacent vertices receive different colors. The minimum number 
of colors in a proper coloring of G is called the chromatic number of G. If G 
has been k-colored, we can form a subgraph G, of G generated by all ver- 
tices of colors i and j. An i-j interchange at x interchanges the names of 
colors i and j in the component of G, containing x. We will use i-j 
interchanges to recolor part of a graph when we find two adjacent vertices 
receiving the same color. 
Let w(G) denote the size of the largest clique (i.e., complete subgraph 
K,) in G. We call a graph an CO -k graph if its largest clique has size k; this 
paper is about pre-perfect o - 3 graphs. Let cc(G) denote the size of the 
largest stable set (independent set) in G. Let O(G) be the minimal number 
of cliques which cover the vertices of G, and n(G) be the minimal number 
of stable sets which cover the vertices of G. In coloring terminology, J(G) is 
just the chromatic number of G. 
As noted at the outset, a graph is perfect if A(H) = o(H) for every sub- 
graph H of G. Berge [ 1 ] pioneered the study of perfect graphs and showed 
that several well-known classes of graphs, including interval graphs, com- 
parability graphs, and unimodular graphs, are perfect. He proposed two 
major conjectures about perfect graphs. One is the unresolved SPGC men- 
tioned above. The other, proved by Lovasz [S] and now called the Perfect 
Graph Theorem, says that G is perfect if and only if its complement G is 
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perfect. Equivalently, the Perfect Graph Theorem says that J,(H) = o(H) 
for all subgraphs H if and only if a(H) = 8(H) for all subgraphs H. See 
Golumbic [6] and Berge and Chvatal [2] for more information about per- 
fect graphs. 
We now present two general results about pre-perfect graphs. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a pre-perfect graph and G’ be the graph obtained 
from G by removing all edges that do not lie on a triangle (or larger complete 
subgraph). Then G’ is pre-perfect. Further any k-coloring of G’ (k 3 2) with 
minor alterations, yields a k-coloring of G. 
Proof. Since all edges in antiholes lie on triangles, adding or deleting 
non-triangular edges cannot affect the existence of antiholes. Suppose that 
removing the non-triangular edge (a. b) of G forms a hole 
H = (x1, x1 ,..., x ,,,.x,) where II is odd 35, u=.Y, and b=xi. Since (a, b) is 
a non-triangular edge, then 3 <j< n - 2. Ifj is odd, then (,x1, x2 ,..., xi, I~) 
is a hole in G; if j is even, then (.)cj, xi+, ,..., x,,, x, ) is a hole in G. 
Suppose G’ has been k-colored (k 3 2) and adding back the non- 
triangular edge (a, b) produces a coloring conflict, i.e., a and b have the 
same color: color i. Then in G’ perform an i -j interchange (for some j # i) 
at a. This interchange cannot affect b or otherwise the i-j path from a to b 
in G’ plus edge (a, b) would form a generalized hole. i 
THEOREM B. Let G be an w-k graph containing a vertex x such that 
N(x) is a cutset of G. Let G,, G2,..., G,,, be the leaves of G with respect to 
N(x). If these leaves can be k-colored and if every w - (k - 1) subgraph H of 
G can be k - I-colored, then G can be k-colored. 
Proof Recall that the leaf G, is the subgraph generated by Gj u N(x), 
where G;, Gi,..., G:,, are the components of G-N(x). Let each leaf be k- 
colored using the same color, say color 1, for the vertex x in each leaf. Let 
F be the graph obtained from G by removing x and all vertices in each leaf 
with color 1. We claim that w(F) = k - 1: any maximal k-clique C of G 
must be contained in some leaf G,, and so some vertex y in C had color 1 
in the k-coloring of Gi: with y removed in F, C becomes a (k - 1 )-clique in 
F. Since o(F) = k - 1, F can be k - l-colored yielding a k-coloring of G. 1 
A consequence of Theorem B is, 
COROLLARY. If every proper subgraph of a graph G is perfect and N(x) is 
a cutset of G for some x, then G is perfect. In other words, no N(x) can be a 
cutset in critical imperfect graphs. 
This corollary was proved (a longer proof) using critical imperfect graph 
theory in Olaru [lo] and in Tucker [ 121 and has been cited several times. 
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Chvatal’s paper Star Cutsets and Perfect Graphs [4] presents powerful 
extensions of this corollary. Hence it is of independent interest to have a 
simple, direct proof of the result. 
The reduction procedure we shall present is based on contracting a K,- 
component in a pre-perfect O> - 3 graph down to a single triangle. Recall 
that a K,-component is an induced subgraph in which any pair of vertices 
are joined by a K,-path, a sequence T,, T2,..., T, of triangles such that T,, 
T rtl have a common edge. Thus in a K,-free graph, a K,-component is a 
cluster of triangles linked by common edges. 
Assuming a K,-component H is known to be 3-colorable, it is trivial to 
perform a 3-coloring of H, and this 3-coloring is unique. Pick any triangle 
T of H and assign its vertices three different colors, then repeatedly pick an 
uncolored vertex x on a triangle T that shares an edge with a colored 
triangle and give x’ the color not used by either vertex on the shared edge. 
The critical issue is not how to 3-color H, but whether H can be 3-colored. 
THEOREM C. If H is a K,-component in a pre-perfect w - 3 graph, then 
H is 3-colorable. 
Proof We will only sketch a direct proof of this theorem. The author 
[ 121 and Burlet [3] have already proved that the Strong Perfect Graph 
Conjecture is true for K,-free graphs, and Theorem C follows immediately 
from this fact. 
A direct proof would attempt to 3-color H as mentioned above, first 3- 
coloring a triangle T and then extending the 3-coloring along K,-paths 
leading out from T. If two adjacent vertices were assigned the same color, 
we would show that a generalized hole must result. In avoiding holes we 
are eventually forced to build a C(k, 3) subgraph of k vertices in which 
each vertex was adjacent to the two preceding and two following vertices in 
a cyclic order of the k vertices. C(k, 3) must contain a hole or antihole (see 
[ 161). We skip the details and refer the reader to a forthcoming paper 
[ 171 of the author’s which proves Theorem C for pre-perfect graphs of 
arbitrary clique size. 1 
We next extend Theorem C to a more general form of uniquely 3- 
colorable graph, constructed out of an iterated form of K,-components. 
Suppose we contract a pair of back-to-back triangles T, , T,, i.e., forming a 
K4 - e subgraph, into a single triangle T* by collapsing into one vertex the 
pair of non-adjacent vertices in this K4 - e (see Fig. 1). Call this operation 
a K,-contraction. Note that all edges between vertices in T, or T, and the 
rest of the graph are preserved. Suppose in the resulting graph that T* 
shares an edge with another triangle Tr and we perform a K,-contraction 
on T” and T:, and continue performing K,-contractions in the resulting 
graphs until finally we obtain a trianle T** with no edge in common with 
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any other triangle. We call this iterated process an iterated K,-contraction. 
See Fig. 2. 
If the graph G is 3-colored, then the collapsing of vertices in an iterated 
K,-contraction of G combines vertices of a common color. It follows that 
PROPOSITION 1. If G’ is a graph obtained from the graph G by one 01 
more iterated K,-contractions, then G’ is 3-colorable if and only if G is 3- 
colorable. 
If an iterated K,-contraction is started in a K,-component H, then we 
call the subgraph H’ of vertices that are contracted to a single triangle by 
the iterated K,-contraction the iterated K,-component of H. 
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FIG. 2. An iterated K,-contraction. First 2-component H, = (a. b, c, d, e,fi is contracted to 
triangle T, = (x’, J", z’). T, is now part of 2-component H, = (x’, y’, z’, g, h, i, j, k). Next H, is 
contracted to T, = (x”, y”, 9’) which in turn is part of another 2-component H, which is con- 
tracted to the trivial 2-component T,. 
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There is one problem with iterated K,-contractions. An iterated K,- 
contraction might create a K,, as shown in Fig. 3 (in the next section). 
Also it is possible for an iterated K,-contraction to create a hole in a 
previously hole-free graph. The following theorem addresses the first of 
these problems. 
THEOREM D. Let G be a pre-perfect 0 - 3 graph in which we perform an 
iterated K,-contraction, and let G’ be the resulting graph after the contrac- 
tion. Then o(G’) = 3. 
Proof. A direct proof of this theorem is a bit messy and we refer to 
[17] where this result is proved for general w-k graphs. Again we note 
that Theorem D follows immediately from the result of the author [12] 
and Burlet [3] that the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture is true for K,-free 
graphs, since the G in Theorem D is pre-perfect and w(G) = 3. 
3. REDUCTION AND COLORING PROCEDURE 
Our algorithm for 3-coloring pre-perfect w - 3 graphs (and thus 
validating the SPGC for K,-free graphs) uses a series of iterated K,- 
contractions to reduce a given pre-perfect o - 3 graph to a pre-perfect 
(K4 - e)-free graph G’, in which by Theorem D o(G’) = 3. We use the 
author’s algorithm [ 151 for o(G)-coloring a pre-perfect ( K4 - e)-free graph 
to 3-color G’ and then reverse the iterated K,-contractions to obtain a 3- 
coloring of G. The one technicality that must be factored into the algorithm 
is that each iterated K,-contraction may create holes. We must eliminate 
these holes before performing the next iterated K,-contraction. The follow- 
ing reduction procedure performs iterated K,-contractions and con- 
currently eliminates any resulting holes. We assume throughout by 
Theorem A that all edges are part of triangles. 
Reduction Procedure 
Repeat the following pair of steps until the original pre-perfect o - 3 
graph G has been reduced to a collection K(G) of pre-perfect (K, - e)-free 
graphs with maximal clique size 3. 
(A) Apply an iterated K,-contraction starting in some K,-component 
Hof G. 
(B) Let G’ be the reduced form of G after step A, and let 
T, = {x’, y’, z’} be the triangle to which H’, the iterated K,-component of H, 
was contracted. If for some r E T,, say x’, G’ - N(x’) is not connected, then 
replace G’ by its set of leaves with respect to N(x’). 
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(If in one of these leaves G:., we find that G; - N( (y’) is not connected, then 
replace G: by its leaves with respect to N(y’), and similarly for z’; so that in 
each graph in the resulting collection neither N(x’), N(y’), nor N(L) are 
cutsets.) 
Coloring Procedure 
(I) Apply the author’s algorithm (given below) for 3-coloring pre- 
perfect (K4 - e)-free graphs F with o(F) = 3 to the collection K(G) of graphs 
produced by the Reduction Procedure. 
(II) Repeatedly reverse the two steps in the Reduction Procedure, 
using the 3-coloring of the leaves to obtain a 3-coloring of the re-combined 
parent graph in part (B) and reversing the iterated K,-contracting by giving a 
common color to all vertices of H’ contracted a given vertex in TH. 
Reversing an iterated K,-contraction to 3-color the iterated K,-component 
of H in part (A) of the Reduction Procedure is straightforward (see 
Proposition 1 and preceding discussion). To reverse part (B) of the Reduc- 
tion Procedure, suppose we had split G’ with respect to N(y’). Assume the 
leaves of G’ with respect to N(y’) are 3-colored so that y’ has color 1. Then 
y’ and the vertices of G’ with color 1 in some leaf get color 1 in G’. The ver- 
tices with colors 2 and-or 3 in the leaves will form a bipartite graph in G’ 
that is readily 2-colored (details are given below). 
Figure 3b shows how step (A) could create a hole in the graph in Fig. 
3a, and then how step (B) breaks up the hole. The work in Step (B) can be 
i 
0 
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!3 t 
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c 
FIG. 3. (a) Apply step (A) to Z-component H = (x,, x2, ~8, 2). (b) H contracted to triangle 
T and a hole results: (x’. a, c, d.f, g, i, x’). Splitting at N(y’) breaks up hole. 
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simplified, as discussed at the end of this section. The following theorem 
summarizes the work to be done. 
REDUCTION THEOREM. (i) Let G be a pre-perfect w - 3 graph. Each 
round qf parts (A) and (B) of the Reduction Procedure contracts and decom- 
poses G into a collection of pre-perfect w - 3 graphs G,. When the Reduction 
Procedure finishes, these Gi are (K4 - e)-free. 
(ii) G can be 3-colored if and only if the G, can be 3-colored. 
COROLLARY. The SPGC is true for K,-free graphs. 
Part (i) of the Reduction Theorem will be proved in the next section. 
Assuming part (i) is true, we now prove the “if” half of part (ii) by showing 
how the Reduction Procedure leads to an O(n’) algorithm for 3-coloring a 
pre-perfect Q - 3 graph. (The “only if” half of part (ii) is immediate since 
none of the steps in the Reduction Procedure destroy 3-colorability.) 
Suppose the Reduction Procedure has terminated with a set Gi of pre- 
perfect (K4 - e)-free graphs with maximal clique size 3. We first outline the 
author’s algorithm for coloring pre-perfect (K4 - e)-free graphs (presented 
in [15]). The algorithm is based on the following fact. 
PROPOSITION 2 [ 151. Every pre-perfect (K4 - e);free graph F has a ver- 
tex corltained in at most two cliques, provided all cliques qf F have size > 3. 
[f F has n vertices and w(F) = 3, then F has < 6n edges and < 2n triangles. 
Algorithm to 3-Color a pre-perfect w - 3 (K4 - e)-Free Graph 
Let the vertices in F be indexed x,, x2,..., x,, so that x, is in at most two 
cliques in the graph I?~, generated by the first j- 1 vertices. We induc- 
tively 3-color the F,. If Fj-, is 3-colored and xj forms two triangles 
T, = (~1, ~1, x) and T,= {I+, v?, X} with vertices of F,-, , then x, can be 
immediately colored unless all three colors are used by the ui, v,. If so, 
without loss of generality, we can assume zll has color 1, u? color 2, and v1 
and v2 color 3. Now perform a 1 - 2 interchange at ul. If this interchange 
changes u2 from 2 to 1, i.e., there is an odd 1 - 2 path P from u1 to u2, then 
(x~, ul, P, u?, x,) is a hole. So ~4~ is unaffected and x, can be given color 1. 
Thus with at most one i-j interchange, we can color one more vertex of F. 
This yields an O(ne) algorithm for 3-coloring this pre-perfect, o- 3, 
(K4 - e)-free graph, where e is the number of edges in F. Since e = O(n) by 
the Proposition 2, then O(ne) = O(n2). See [ 1.51 for details. 
After the pre-perfect w - 3 (K4- e)-free graphs G, produced by the 
Reduction Procedure are 3-colored, we then must show how to reverse the 
Reduction Procedure to convert the 3-coloring of the G,‘s into a 3-coloring 
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of the original graph G. First we prove a preparatory lemma that describes 
exactly how holes are produced in step (A) of the Reduction Procedure. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a pre-perfect, o - 3 graph and let S be the iterated 
K,-component that is reduced to a triangle T, = (x’, y’, z’) by an iterated K,- 
contraction in step (A) of the Reduction Procedure; let G’ be the resulting 
graph. If G’ contains a hole C’, then 
(a) C’ contains exactly one vertex in T,, saJ> x1, 
(b) the other two vertices of T, each form one or more triangles in G’ 
with vertices of C’. 
Proof: Note that by Theorem D, w(G’) = 3. C’ must contain at least 
one vertex in T,, or else C’ is also a hole in G (since only 5’ is affected by 
the iterated K,-contraction). Suppose that vertices that contract to x’ had 
color 1 in a 3-coloring of S (such a 3-coloring exists by Proposition 1 
-since T,) is 3-colorable), vertices that contract to y’ had color 2, and ver- 
tices that contract to z’ had color 3. If C’ contains a second vertex of T, 
besides x’, say it also contains y’, then the edge (x’, y’) in C’ can be expan- 
ded in S into an odd-length 1 - 2 path (by reversing the K,-contraction) 
that converts C’ into a hole in G; see Fig. 4a. So x’ is the only vertex of T, 
on C’. 
Suppose that y’ does not form a triangle with vertices of C’ (a similar 
argument applies for z’). Then the vertex x’ on C’ can be expanded in S to 
FIG. 4. (a) If hole C’ contains an edge of T,, then this edge can be replaced by an odd 
i-j path in S to obtain a hole in G. (b) If hole C’ contains a single vertex x’ of T,T, then in S, 
I’ can be expanded into l-2 and l-3 paths, each of which have a vertex forming triangle(s) 
with C’. 
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an (even-length) 1 - 2 path without forming a triangle with vertices of C 
not in S, yielding a hole in G; see Fig. 4b. 1 
Note that by part (b) of Lemma 1, when step (B) of the Reduction 
Procedure is applied at either N(y’) or N(z’), then the hole C’ is destroyed. 
In the next section we show that if G’ - N(y’) and G’ - N(z’) are connec- 
ted-so that step (B) is not applied-then G’ cannot have any holes. 
Reversing the Reduction Procedure to 3-Color G from the G<‘s 
We repeatedly reverse steps (A) and (B) of the Reduction Procedure to 
use the 3-coloring of the graphs Gi to produce a 3-coloring of the original 
graph G. Suppose that in the kth pass of the Procedure, we have applied an 
iterated K,-contraction to the iterated K,-component S in the current 
reduced graph G*. Let G’ be the graph resulting from G* by contracting S 
to the triangle T, = (x’, y’, z’). If step (B) is not applied and we assume that 
G’ has been 3-colored, then reverse step (A) and 3-color S so that vertices 
contracting to x’ have the color of x’ in G’ and similarly for vertices con- 
tracting to y’ and z’. If the color classes in S were stored during the Reduc- 
tion Procedure, this step takes effort proportional to the number of vertices 
in S. 
Suppose that step (B) is applied for vertex x’ in T,-G’- N(x’) is not 
connected, and G’ was split into leaves G:. (with respect to M(x’)). We must 
show how 3-colorings of the G: can be used to construct a 3-coloring of G’, 
and then by the argument in the previous paragraph we can 3-color G*. 
Let the Gi be 3-colored so that x’ has color 1. Vertices of N(x’) - x’ will 
have color 2 or 3 in every G(. Vertices in more than one leaf may be doubly 
colored 2 and 3, while x’ and vertices not in N(x’) will be uniquely colored. 
If G’ contains no hole, then Theorem B applies. The proof of Theorem B 
yields the following procedure for 3-coloring G”: Gi3 = G’-(vertices with 
color 1) is a hole-free subgraph with maximum clique size of 2 (since every 
K, in some Gi contains a I-vertex); thus this subgraph is bipartite and can 
be colored with colors 2 and 3, yielding a 3-coloring of G’. 
Suppose now that G’ contains a hole C’. We claim that hole C’ contains 
a vertex of color 1 in one (or more) Gi. If true, then Gi3 is again hole-free 
and its 2-coloring again yields a 3-coloring of G’. The claim is trivial if the 
hole contains x’, which has color 1. Lemma 1 tells us that the hole passes 
through one of the vertices in T, = (x’, y’, z’) and forms triangles with the 
other two. Suppose y’ is the vertex of T, on C’, and so z’ forms a triangle 
with two vertices of C’. Since z’ is color 2 and/or 3, one of the two vertices 
of C’ on this triangle must have color l-proving our claim. 
The number of steps to 2-color the bipartite subgraph discussed here is 
proportional to the number of edges in the subgraph. So the colored leaves 
can be joined into a 3-coloring of the combined graph G* in effort propor- 
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tional to the number of edges in the combined graph. Further, reversing 
part (A) is proportional to the number of vertices involved in an iterated 
K,-contraction. 
Assuming the G,‘s are pre-perfect and o - 3, we have shown how the G;s 
can be 3-colored and how this 3-colorin leads to a 3-coloring of the 
original graph G. In the process, we have proved part (ii) of the Reduction 
Theorem. Part (i) is proved in the next section. 
Computational Complexity of Reduction Procedure and Shortcuts 
We claim that the number of operations required to perform the Reduc- 
tion Procedure on G is O(n3). Before actually starting the procedure, we 
determine the K,-components of G. To do this, we find all triangles in G 
(O(pz3) steps to check all triples of vertices for a triangle); there are at most 
O(t13) triangles. Then we combine triangles with common edges into K,- 
components (using a triangle-edge incidence matrix). The combining is 
thought to be performed with respect to the (up to) rz* edges of G, and thus 
using a fast union algorithm requires a little more than O(n’) time. We 
assume that all edges of G lie on triangles (and iterated K,-contractions do 
not produce non-triangular edges). If some non-triangular edges are 
originally deleted from G, then they can be re-inserted after the coloring 
procedure is completed, as described in Theorem A. In [ 1.51 a procedure is 
given to do this re-insertion in effort proportional to the original number of 
edges, that is O(n2). 
Now we apply the Reduction Procedure. Step (A) can be done in effort 
proportional to the number of edges-do a 3-coloring starting with some 
triangle in the iterated K,-component as follows: if x gets color i, mark all 
its neighbors with an i; and any (uncolored) vertex marked with a second 
(different) color is then itself colored. The basic operation in Step (B) 
requires a depth-first search (also in effort proportional to the number of 
edges) to find connected components of G’ - N(x’). However, step (B) 
duplicates vertices and edges in N(Y). This means that the depth-first 
search in step (B) may have to be performed many times in one pass of 
step (B) and that the Reduction Procedure may have to be repeated a large 
number of times as K,-components are duplicated and the total number of 
vertices increases. 
We shall show shortly that the splitting of step (B) can be performed 
without any edges being duplicated (so that no K,-component is 
duplicated). Then the Reduction Procedure would be applied at most II 
times. Since each round requires O(n’) effort, the total Reduction 
Procedure needs at most O(n3) effort. 
When no edges are duplicated, the final family of pre-perfect (& -e)- 
free graphs Gi will collectively have at most O(n’) edges, and hence at most 
O(n*) vertices. Also each individual G; has at most O(n) edges (since each 
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Gi has no more vertices than the original G and by Proposition 2, the num- 
ber of edges in each Gi is proportional to the number of vertices). The work 
to 3-color each G, is proportional to the number of vertices in Gi times the 
number of edges in this G;, O(n2) effort. For all G,, the work is propor- 
tional to the number of vertices in the largest G, times the total number of 
edges, O(n3) effort. 
We noted above that the effort in the Coloring Procedure to reverse one 
round of the Reduction Procedure is proportional to the number of edges 
in the graph after reversal. For all subraphs at any stage in the Reduction 
Procedure, this is O(n”) effort. Since the reversal produces a larger graph 
(more vertices) than any of its leaves, any edge will be involved in at most 
n reversals. So the total effort in Part II of the Coloring Procedure will also 
be O(n3). 
Thus the total effort for the ulhole Reduction arzd Coloring Procedure is 
O(n3). 
We now show how step (B) can be performed without duplicating any 
edge. Suppose G’ is being split in step (B) because G’-N(J)‘) is not con- 
nected. Let G;‘,..., Gi be the set of components of G’ - N(y’). Instead of 
using the full leaves G,! = G:’ u N(y’), we use the partial leaves G,+ formed 
by G,Y plus vertices in N(y’) adjacent to G,! (and omit nontriangular edges 
among the adjoined vertices of N(J)‘)-which are part of triangles with JJ’). 
If two partial leaves are joined by a K4 ~ e (i.e., they form triangles with the 
same edge (u, u) for U, u E N(y’)), then treat these two partial leaves as a 
single leaf. In this way no edge is duplicated. 
When it comes time to reverse the splitting at y’ we first re-insert the 
nontriangular edges that were removed, which as noted above can be done 
in O(e,) effort, where e, is the number of edges in GT (the procedure is 
given in [ 1.51). Connecting the vertices of N(y’) in GT with y’ (and the rest 
of N(J)‘)) can also be done in O(e,) effort by a minor variation on the 
procedure to reinsert nontriangular edges. So using Gm instead of the leaf 
Gi costs us O(e,); for all the GT together, the cost is O(n”). But this is the 
same as the effort for reversing step (B) and combining the leaves. So our 
shortcut does not change the order of effort to reverse step (B). (Note: 
combining partial leaves joined by a K, - e does not affect the connectivity 
property of G ~ N( $) critical to the next section.) 
4. PROOF OF PART (i) OF REDUCTION THEOREM 
We shall prove that the Reduction Procedure does not produce holes, 
that is, that after applying one round of steps (A) and (B) of the Reduction 
Procedure, the resulting graph G’ remains pre-perfect (free of holes); note 
that antiholes cannot be created by an iterated K,-contraction. By 
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Theorem D, the resulting graphs are also w - 3. If one round does not 
produce holes, then steps (A) and (B) can be applied repeatedly until 
(K4 - e)-free o - 3, pre-perfect graphs are obtained, as claimed. 
Let S be the iterated K,-component that is reduced to the triangle 
T, = (x’, y’, z’) in step (A). L e sp itting be performed if necessary, and let t 1’ 
G’ be one of the resulting graphs. We can thus assume that G’- N(x’), 
G’ - N(y’) and G’ - N(Y) are connected. As noted after Lemma 1, if 
splitting in step (B) is performed at N(x’), all possible holes in G’ are 
destroyed except those though x’; splitting at two of N(x’), NO,‘), N(z’) 
would destroy all holes. Suppose G’ contains a hole C’ through x’, as 
shown in Fig. 5. We will obtain a contradiction by showing that G’ con- 
tains another hole that violates a condition in Lemma 1 or by finding a 
hole in the original graph G. For convenience we restate Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 1. Any hole C’ in G’ must contain exactly one verte.u of T, and 
the other two vertices of T,Y must form a triangle(s) with the vertices qf C’. 
LEMMA 2. Any vertex v in G’ - T, can be adjacent to at most one vertex 
in T,,. 
ProoJ: If v were adjacent to two vertices in T,,, it would form a triangle 
with an edge of T, and would have been collapsed into T,, that is, in G, v 
would be in the iterated K,-component S. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let F, be the graph shown in Fig. 6, consisting ofi (i) a vertex 
c and an even-length chordless circuit K containing vertices a and b with cAa, 
cAb and such that the segment (a, K, b) forms an odd number of triangles 
with c or the segment (a, K, b) has odd length; and (ii) a chordless path I (of 
positive length) ,from a vertex d of K to c. Vertex d is not on the segment 
(a, K, b) and is not part of any triangle. The only edges qf F, other than those 
in K and I, are between c and vertices of (a, K, b). Then F, has a hole which 
either (i) contains I, or (ii) is generated by c and a segment of K. 
FIG. 5. The hole C’ in G’. 
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FIG. 6. The graph F of Lemma 3. F must contain a hole 
Proof: If c forms more than one triangle with edges of (a, K, 6), then 
the number of intervening edges on K between two successive triangles 
must be even to avoid a hole. Since there are an odd number of triangles 
and even number of intervening edges, if a’ is the first vertex on (a, K, b) 
forming a triangle with c and b’ in the last such vertex, it follows that the 
length of the segment (a’, K, b’) is odd. So either (a’, K, ‘b’) or (a, K, b) is 
odd. Assume we are working with (a, K, b); the same argument applies to 
(a’, K, b’). Let K’ be the segment of K from b to d, avoiding a and let K” be 
the segment of K from a to d, avoiding 6. See Fig. 6. Since K is even-length 
and segment (a, K, b) is odd length, then the sum of the lengths of K’ and 
K” is odd and so the lengths of K’ and K” have different parities. Hence one 
of the circuits (c, a, K’, d, I, c) and (c, 6, K”, d, I, c) is odd-length. The odd- 
length chordless circuit contains no triangle and hence must be a hole or 
contain a hole, which contains I or a and a segment of K. 1 
LEMMA 4. Let F, be similar to F, in Lemma 3 except that K is now odd 
length and edges in (a, K, b) form an even number of triangles with c or 
(u, K, b) is even length. Then F0 has a hole of the same types us Lemma 3. 
Proof. The same reasoning applies as used in Lemma 3. (Note that K 
itself is a hole.) 1 
LEMMA 5. The results in Lemmas 3 and 4 are true if I is of length 0 with 
c = d. Now the hole is of type (ii) (formed by c and a segment of K) 
Proof: The argument in the proof of Lemma 3 is unaffected by this 
change. 1 
The following lemmas refer to the hole C’ described above and depicted in 
Fig. 5. 
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LEMMA 6. Vertices y’ and z’ each form an odd number of triangles with 
the edges of C’. 
ProoJ Let K = C’ and let c = y’ and let I be the edge (x’, y’). If y’ forms 
an even number of triangles with C’, then by Lemma 4 there is a hole con- 
taining (x’, y’) or formed by y’ and a segment of C’, either of which violates 
Lemma 1. Similarly for z’. 1 
LEMMA I. If y’ and/or s’ form multiple triangles with C’, then (at least) 
one triangle of y’ occurs to one side of all the vertices of C’ adjacent to z’, 
and similarlv for one triangle of z’, as shown in Fig. 5. 
ProoJ: If not true, there would be vertices q and t on C’ that were 
adjacent to z’, and y’ would form all its triangles along C’ with edges in the 
segment (q, C’, t). Recall that by Lemma 2, no vertex on C’ forms triangles 
with both y’ and z’. Since the total number of triangles formed by y’ with 
C’ is odd (by Lemma 6), then between some pair of consecutive vertices of 
C’ adjacent to z’, there must be an odd number of triangles of y’. Suppose 
two such vertices are q* and t*. Then let K= (z’, q*, C’, t*, 2). See Fig. 7. 
This chordless circuit K must be even-length (if odd-length, Lemma 1 is 
violated since x’ forms no triangles with K). Let c = y’ and I= (z’, y’). Now 
Lemma 3 tells us there is a hole containing (z’, y’) or formed by y’ and a 
segment of C’ in violation of Lemma 1. 1 
Let C’ be oriented so that in going clockwise around it from x’, the first 
triangle-forming edge (q, q’) form a trianle with y’; and let q” be the last 
vertex of C’ adjacent y’. By Lemma 7, the last triangle-forming edge (r’, r) 
on C’ is with z’, (see Fig. 8); and let r” be the first vertex of C’ adjacent to 
z’. Also by Lemma 7, r” occurs after q’ and q” occurs before r’. 
We now use the fact that G’- N(Y) is connected to build a shortest 
chordless path P= (s*, s”, w2, w3 ,..., w,_ ,,..., w,- ,, t”, t*) in G’-N(z’) 
from a vertex s* on (x’, C’, r”) with s* fx’, s* # r” to a vertex t* on 
(r, C’, x’) with t* # x’, t* # r. Let s be the first vertex on (x’, C’, r”) starting 
clockwise from x’ that is adjacent to s”; let s’ be the last vertex on 
(x’, C’, r”) adjacent to s”, other than r”. Similarly, we assume that t is the 
FIG. 7. Example of application of Lemma 3 with K= (5. y*, c’, I*, ?). I= (v’, z’), c =J’. 
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FIG. 8. Hole C’ with path P outside N(Y). 
last vertex on (Y, C’, x’) adjacent to t”, and t’ is the first vertex on (2, C’, 4) 
adjacent to t”. Possibly t or s (or both) equal x’ or t’ equals r (but it is not 
possible that Y = t, X’ = f’ or x’ = s’). See Fig. 8. 
LEMMA 8. Either xl forms a triangle(s) with edges of P, or else x’ equals 
t (and thus x/At”). 
Proof Suppose that x’ forms no triangle with edges of P and X’ does 
not equal t. Let K be the chordless circuit (x’, z’, r, C’, x’). K must be even- 
length since if it is odd-length it would not satisfy Lemma 1. First suppose 
(f’, C’, t) is odd-length. Then let I= (t”, P, s”, s, c’, x’) with t” playing the 
role of c. Now Lemma 3 tells us there is a hole which must violate 
Lemma 1. 
Next suppose (t’, C’, t) is even-length. Then assuming (t’, C, t) has 
positive length, we alter K to be (x’, z’, r, C’, t’, t”, t, C’, x’); see Fig. 8. Now 
let I consist of a shortest path R from y’ to C’ to s or s’ and along P to w2 
(the vertex on P adjacent to f”). For example, if s’ comes before q, then 
R = (y’, q, C’, s’, s”) and I= (y’, q, C’, s’, s”, P, w,); perhaps R = (y’, so, wh) 
or R = (y’, w,), where so is a vertex on C’ and wh is a vertex on P-see 
Fig. 8. With this Z and letting y’ be c in Lemma 3, we have a hole that 
violates Lemma 1. (If t’ = t, then use the original K and have I go one edge 
further to t”). 1 
COROLLARY. If x’ # t, then (t’, C’, t) is even and x’ forms an odd number 
of triangles with edges of P. 
ProojY The contradiction in the proof of Lemma 8 in the case where 
(t’, C’, t) is odd is still valid when x’ forms triangles with P if we shorten I 
to (t”, P, wh, x’), where w,, is the first vertex on P adjacent to x’. When 
(t’, C’, t) is even-length, the hole found in Lemma 3 will not be broken, by 
Lemma 4, if x’ forms an even number of triangles with P. 
LEMMA 9. Vertex z’ forms just one triangle with c’ and r’l= r’. Similarly, 
y’ forms just triangle with C’ and q” = q’, 
582b/43/2-4 
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ProoJ: We prove the result for z’. The result for y’ follows by 
interchanging the roles of y’ and z’ in this and previous lemmas. 
Suppose r” # r’. Let wg be the last vertex on P, starting from t”, that is 
adjacent to x’, possibly wg= t” (by Lemma 8 such a wg exists). Then form 
the circuit K* = (x’, z’, Y, C’, t’, t”, P, wg, x’). See Fig. 8. The only possible 
chords on KY involve edges between X’ and (t’, t”, P, wg). There are two 
cases depending on the length of K*. 
If K* has odd-length, then let I= (w,, P, s”, s’, C’, r”, z’) and now one of 
(2’ , x’, w,?, 1, z’) and ( z’, r, K*, wg, Z, z’) must be odd length. Moreover, 
since x’ is in one circuit and (t’, t”, P, wg) in the other, both circuits are 
chordless. One is then a hole and since each circuit contains an edge of 
triangle {x’, y’, z’ 1 this hole violates Lemma 1. (The fact that r” # r’ is 
crucial-otherwise the second circuit would have the triangle {r”, r, z’}.) 
If K* has even-length, then first suppose y’ is not adjacent to any vertex 
on (t”, P, ws). Let I= (y’, R, s”, P, w,), where R is a path from y’ to C’ to 
P as described in the proof of Lemma 8. As in the previous paragraph, one 
of the two circuits (y’, x’, w,, 1, y’) and (y’, z’, r, K*, wg, Z, y’) is a hole 
violating Lemma 1. Then y’ must form an odd number of triangles with 
edges on (t”, P, w,)-the previous argument is still valid if y’ forms no 
triangles (non-triangular chords cannot destroy a hole) or an even number 
of triangles (by Lemma 5). Recall from Lemma 2 that no vertex on P can 
be adjacent to both y’ and x’. So the triangle of y’ with P comes between 
two vertices on P adjacent to x’, call them wi, w,, or before the first vertex 
on P adjacent to x’, call it wk. Then let K= (x’, wi, P, wi, x’) (where 
possibly wi= t”) or = (x’, C’, t, t”, P, wk, x’) and let I= (y’, x’). Now 
Lemma 3 gives us a hole that violates Lemma 1. 1 
LEMMA 10. Vertex t” is not adjacent to r’. 
Proof Suppose t”Ar’. Following Lemma 8 we consider two cases. First, 
suppose x’ # f, but x’ forms triangles with P. By the Corollary to Lemma 8, 
(t’, C’, t) must be even and x’ forms an odd number of triangles with P. 
Then let K be the chordless circuit (t”, P, s”, s’, C’, r’, t”). K must be even- 
length or Lemma 1 is violated. Let I= (t”, t, C’, x’) and let x’ play the role 
of c. Lemma 3 now gives a hole with violating Lemma 1. 
Second, suppose x’ = t. We need two subcases. 
Subcase (i). t” #s” (i.e., P is not formed using one vertex t” that is 
adjacent to vertices in (t’, C’, t) and in (s’, C’, s)). Then t” cannot be 
adjacent to any vertex other than r’ in the segment (q’, C’, r’)-or else 
t” = s”. Let K = ( y’, q’, C’, r’, z’, y’) and I= (x’, t”, r’) with x’ playing the 
role of c. Now Lemma 3 gives an illegal hole. 
Subcase (ii). t” = s”. Now x’ = t (and so x’At”), since if .x’ # t then x’ can- 
not form a triangle(s) with P (as required by Lemma 8). Then t”Ay’, by 
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Lemma 2. Also t”Aq or else (t”, q, y’, z’, Y’, t”) is a hole violating Lemma 1. 
The argument in Subcase (i) is still valid unless t” forms an odd number of 
triangles with edges of (q’, C’, r’). Let u be the vertex on (q’, C’, r’) closest 
to q’ that is adjacent to t” (possibly U= q’). We claim that x’At’ (i.e., t” 
forms the single triangle {P’, x’, t’} and is adjacent to no other vertex on 
(r, C’, x’)), for otherwise we get an illegal hole by letting 
K = (q’, y’, z’, r, C’, t’, t”, U, c’, q’) and I= (x’, t”) with x’ playing the role 
of c. 
We have shown that t” forms an odd number of triangles along (q, C’, r’) 
(but t”Aq) and one triangle along (r, C’, x’). By Lemma 4, t” must form an 
odd number of triangles on C’ and so t” must form an odd number of 
triangles on (x’, C’, q). Let v be the vertex adjacent to t” on (x’, C’, q) that 
is farthest from x’. Now we get an illegal hole by letting K= (t”, v, C’, u, t”) 
and let I= (u’, z’, Y, C’, t’, t”) with y’ playing the role of c. See Fig. 9. 1 
We now complete our proof by replacing the triangle T, = {x’, y’, z’s by 
S. That is, we return to G. As noted in the proof of Lemma 1, the hole C 
in G’ becomes an odd-length circuit C in G that enters and leaves S at two 
vertices, call them x, and x2, with x1 forming an endvertex of the segment 
(r, C’, x’). See Fig. 10. Let vertices in S that contract to .v’ have color 1, 
that contract to z’ have color 2, and that contract to vertex x’ have color 3 
(xl and x2 have color 3). There will be an i-j path between any i-colored 
vertex and any j-colored vertex (since K,-contractions preserve such paths 
and T, has such paths). Any (even-length) 2-3 path D in S connecting x, 
and x2 can form the segment of C in S (see Fig. 10). To avoid a hole, one 
or more of the 2-vertices on D must form a triangle with the edge (r’, v). 
Let z be the first 2-colored vertex on D (starting from x1) that forms a 
triangle with (Y’, Y). No 2-colored vertex in S is adjacent to a vertex on P 
since P is in G’ -N(Y). Lemma 8 tells us that at least one 3-vertex in S is 
adjacent to t” (when X’ = t) or forms a triangle(s) with P. 
FIG. 9. Situation in proof of Lemma 10 when t”=~“. 
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FIG. 10. Situation in Lemmas 12 and 13, where T,= (x’, y’. 2’) is expanded into the 
iterated K,-component S. 
LEMMA 11. No 3-colored vertex OIZ (.x1, D, z) is adjacent to a vertex on 
P other than t”. 
Proof: If false and there are several such 3-colored vertices, let x* be 
chosen to be the 3-vertex adjacent to a vertex wp on P farthest from t”. 
Now let K= (xi, D, z, r, C’, x1) and let I= (x*, wR, P, s”, s’, C’, r’) with r’ 
playing the role of c. Lemma 3 gives a hole. (If two or more 3-colored ver- 
tices on (x,, D, 2) were adjacent to u’~, the hole might have some chords 
but they would not destroy the hole since they would not form 
triangles.) 1 
LEMMA 12. The segment (t’, C, t) cannot be even length. 
ProoJ We will show that if (t’, C’, t) is even length, then G contains a 
hole. By Lemma 11, no 3-colored vertex on (x,, D, z) is adjacent to any 
vertex of P other than t”. Then let K= (x,, D, z, r, C’, t’, t”, t, C’, x1) 
(where as before, we allow the possibilities r = t’ and t = xi) and I= (t”, P, 
s”, s’, C’, r’) with r’ playing the role of c. Either K is a hole or if even- 
length, Lemma 3 yields a hole--certain 3-colored vertices on (xi, D, z) 
could have edges to t” but since no triangle is formed, the hole is not 
destroyed. 1 
LEMMA 13. The segment (t’, C, t) cannot be odd length. 
ProoJ: We will show that if (t’, C’, t) is odd-length, then G contains a 
hole. Initially we work in G’. Observe that x’= t or else we get an illegal 
hole by letting K= (x’, z’, r, C’, x’) and I = (t”, P, wh, x’) with t” playing 
the role of c in Lemma 3; here wh is the first vertex adjacent to x’ on P. 
Next we claim that x’At’, and hence (t’, C’, t) is a single edge. Since (x’, 
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z’, Y, C’, x’) is a chordless circuit in G’ containing (x’, z’), it must be even- 
length by Lemma 1. Then K* = (x’, z’, Y, C’, t’, t”, x’) (remember x’ = t) 
must be odd-length when (t’, C’, x’) is odd-length. This latter circuit will be 
a hole (yielding a hole in G by Lemma 1) unless x’At’. 
Now we pull back to G. We claim that x1 is aGacent to t” and no other 3- 
vertex in S is adjacent to t”. Some 3-vertex must be adjacent to t” since x’ is 
adjacent to t” in G’. If x*, x* #xi, is another 3-vertex with x*At”, then 
our preceding odd-length circuit K* in G’ can be expanded in G as the 
chordless odd-length circuit (x*, D, z, Y, C’, t’, t”, x*)-a hole-since 
replacing (.x’, z’) by (x*, D, z) d oes not change the parity (if X* is not on 
D, use an odd-length l-3 path from x* to z). This proves our claim. 
By Lemma 11, no 3-vertex on D is adjacent to a vertex on (t”, P, s”) 
other than t”. Let K= (.Y,, D, z, r, C’, x1) and I= (f”, P, s”: s, C’, x2, D’, u), 
where D’ is a shortest 2-3 path from x2 to a vertex tl on D. See Fig. 10. If 
some vertex x* on (x1, D’, U) is adjacent to a vertex w,, on P (by our claim, 
x*At”), then pick x* so that wh is as close as possible to t”, and then shor- 
ten J to (t”, P, HJ~, D’, u). With t” playing the role of c in Lemma 3, we get 
a hole (possibly some 2-vertices on D’ might be adjacent to r, but such 
non-triangular edges cannot destroy the hole). 1 
Lemmas 12 and 13 show that the hole C’ in G’ cannot exist. This com- 
pletes our proof that the Reduction Procedure does not create any holes. 
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